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      This is a very useful book that is really needed. It brings together a wide ranging and comprehensive set of theoretical ideas, as well as practical considerations in relation to supervision. 
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      … knowledge shines from every page in this well researched, lively and engaging book.




  
          Maureen Perkins




              


    
      



 


 
      Creaner is hugely well read in the field and does a great service for over-busy supervisors and supervisees alike by reporting succinctly on findings from decades of supervision research and by selecting significant quotations and criticisms from key authors. Use this book unashamedly if you want to dig into the hard intellectual terrain of supervision without having to plough through dozens of theoretical papers. In this respect the subtitle is very apt. As a guide, Creaner is adriot and discerning.



  
          Jim Holloway, senior accredited supervisor and independent therapist




              


    
      



 


 
      I thought this was an excellent text for trainee counsellors. It is pitched at the right level to help them ease into the supervisory process and learn to maximise what it offers.




  
          Holly Connolly




              


    
      



 


 
      A valuable contribution to a somewhat neglected subject.




  
          Mr Gerald Willmore




              


    
      



 


 
      A clear introduction to the subject for my students - that is exactly what they need to know - how to get the most out of it




  
          Mr Simon O&#039;Donohoe




              


    
      



 


 
      A very useful guide for both supervisors and supervisees alike




  
          Mrs Julie Wyman




              


    
      



 


 
      Appropriate for training counselling practitioners.  Provides easily accessible information that students can relate to and apply to practice.




  
          Mrs Denise Hardy




              


    
      



 


 
      This essential text on counselling and supervision will provide students with a depth of understanding of the supervisory relationship.




  
          Mr Adrian Easton




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is recommended for level 4 upwards in counselling training. It is at this point in their journey that students encounter supervision and this guides helps them get the best out of the experience




  
          Ms Stella Burgoyne




              


    
      



 


 
      really useful text for supervisees and supervisors alike




  
          Ms Jane Westergaard
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